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The receiver system of control RGB LED WiFi -
Master

Price 150.57 Euro

Availability On order

Number 665

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description

SEE HOW IT WORKS - CLICK ON THE TEXT

Thanks to modern controller can control LED lighting in many areas using your mobile phone.

 

LED lighting control system, the most advanced controller on the market. The system allows you to control the lighting
located in different rooms using a mobile phone.

 

LED lighting control system is an integrated device consisting of a transmitter and multiple receivers (sold separately). The
transmitter receives the data transmitted from the mobile phone over WiFi, then by radio, or by combining the line sends the
information receivers, which are connected to the LED light source. With this solution in a simple way, without creating a
complex system can control multiple LED light sources using a mobile phone.

 

 

To control lighting using a mobile phone, upload the application Magic Color (files for download below).

The application is very easy to use, allows free choice of lighting color, lighten / darken light or dynamic range of color
change.

 

 

The controller is adapted to control the LED lighting (in particular dedicated to the diode tape):

RGB

variable color temperature

single-color dimmable

 

Input voltage range: 5V ~ 24V DC

Max. current rating: 4A (each channel)

Output: RF
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Method of adjustment: Mobile

Working temperature: -20 ~ + 60 ° C

Power connection: terminals for wiring

Signal connector (output): RJ-45

Packaged Weight: 360g

 

Static Functions

 

Predefined colors: 7

Predefined colors: red, green, blue, white, yellow, blue, purple

The dimming / brightening: YES

Brightness adjustment range: 0 ~ 100%

Number of preset brightness levels: 1

 

Dynamic Features

 

Number of preset programs: 4

Preset Programs: abrupt change in three colors, abrupt change 7 colors, smooth shifting of three colors, smooth change 7
colors

Speed control: YES

Number of speed levels: 11

Additional Information: Transmitter is the core of LED lighting control system. Assume WiFi signal and transmitted to LED
lighting sources.
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